Abrogation of resistance to bone marrow transplantation by induction of specific tolerance in natural killer cells?
Hybrid resistance describes the capacity of first generation (F1) hybrids between certain mouse strains to inhibit the growth of tumour or haematopoietic cells of parental origin. The cells that appear to mediate this phenomenon differ from classical T and B lymphocytes in several respects. For example, they are unusually radioresistant, show no immunological memory, are present in thymectomized or congenitally athymic mice, are not functional until about 3 weeks after birth. These characteristics suggest that the effectors are natural killer (NK) cells. Although most of the evidence implicating NK cells in hybrid resistance is circumstantial, the experiments of Warner and Dennert are more direct in that they show that resistance can be restored to mice with a congenital or induced defect in NK activity by the infusion of cells belonging to an NK clone. Conversely, treatment of mice with an antibody to NK cells abrogated hybrid resistance to parental bone marrow grafts. Both NK cells and the effectors of hybrid resistance are generally considered to be nonspecific. We have now investigated this assumption by attempting to prevent hybrid resistance by neonatal tolerance induction with parental strain antigens. Our data indicate that hybrid resistance can be abrogated by this means and that the tolerance is specific and transferable with Thy-1+ spleen cells.